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MATH LEARNING TRAJECTORIES 
MATHEMATICS KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS

MATH LEARNING TRAJECTORY: PATTERNS
Learning trajectories describe learning goals that reflect the big ideas of mathematics, developmental progressions in the knowledge and skills of 
children at various levels, and instructional activities educators might plan for children (Clements & Sarama, 2009).

This learning trajectory serves as a guide for designing activities and teaching moves that focus on math concepts and skills that are 
developmentally appropriate for each child in your care.
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MATH LEARNING TRAJECTORY: PATTERNS
Big idea: Recognize repetition and sequences of objects and events in order to make predictions and generalizations

Infants and Toddlers Younger Preschoolers Older Preschoolers

LEARNING GOALS

• Repeat action sequences multiple times.

• Recognize simple patterns, such as 
sequences of sounds, movement, and 
events.

TEACHING MOVES

• Provide a predictable schedule of daily 
routines and activities.

• Conduct musical activities with sound and 
movement patterns.

• Sing songs and read books with repetitive 
words and phrases.

LEARNING GOALS

• Recognize, describe, and extend simple 
repeating patterns of sounds, shapes, 
colors, movement, and events.

TEACHING MOVES

• Have children use objects and toys to copy 
and create simple visual patterns.

• Engage in musical activities where children 
create simple repeating patterns using 
sounds and movement.

LEARNING GOALS

• Recognize, describe, and extend simple 
growing patterns.

TEACHING MOVES

• Have children use dots, beads, or small 
blocks to copy and create visual patterns 
that grow by one unit. 

• Have children cut out and paste objects that 
come in pairs (e.g., shoes, socks, hands, 
feet) following a growing pattern (e.g., one 
pair, two pairs, three pairs).


